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1. Introduction {#grl57009-sec-0001}
===============

The role of black carbon (BC) in the climate system, in particular its direct radiative forcing, is highly debated (Boucher et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). The BC direct radiative forcing is often estimated from global aerosol transport models driven by emission inventories and subject to high uncertainties (Ghan et al., [2012](#grl57009-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Kim et al., [2008](#grl57009-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Myhre et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Schulz et al., [2006](#grl57009-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Wang, Jacob, et al., [2014](#grl57009-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, high‐quality measurements of BC aerosol absorption well distributed over the globe are needed to evaluate (Chen et al., [2017](#grl57009-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Koch et al., [2009](#grl57009-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Shindell et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) or constrain these models (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Chung et al., [2005](#grl57009-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Cohen & Wang, [2014](#grl57009-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Sato et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

Bottom‐up approaches using chemistry‐transport and climate models driven by emission inventories estimate the global BC direct radiative forcing at 0.1 to 0.5 W m^−2^ (Ghan et al., [2012](#grl57009-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Kim et al., [2008](#grl57009-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Myhre et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Schulz et al., [2006](#grl57009-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Wang, Jacob, et al., [2014](#grl57009-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}), compared to 0.6 to 1.0 W m^−2^ in top‐down approaches constrained by observations (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Chung et al., [2005](#grl57009-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Ramanathan & Carmichael, [2008](#grl57009-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Sato et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). The main reason is that transport models generally underestimate the aerosol absorption optical depth (AAOD) of BC when comparing against a global measurement network---AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) (Koch et al., [2009](#grl57009-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Shindell et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), leading to ad‐hoc adjustments in the bottom‐up BC emissions (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Cohen & Wang, [2014](#grl57009-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). However, the issue of the representativeness of the observations is generally overlooked in previous studies (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Chung et al., [2005](#grl57009-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Cohen & Wang, [2014](#grl57009-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Sato et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Spatial representativeness error (RE) is induced by using measurements at one site to represent an average over one region, typically a coarse model grid box, and this error arises because of the mesoscale inhomogeneity of the aerosol fields (Anderson et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). For example, it is a common practice to compare the modeled BC AAOD over a grid box of approximately 2° × 2° with measurements at a local site (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Chung et al., [2005](#grl57009-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Cohen & Wang, [2014](#grl57009-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Sato et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

While the spatial RE has been widely considered in the field of carbon dioxide data assimilation (Gerbig et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Lin et al., [2006](#grl57009-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}), it has also occasionally been considered for atmospheric aerosols (Schutgens, Gryspeerdt, et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Schutgens et al., [2017](#grl57009-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Recently, Schutgens, Gryspeerdt, et al. ([2016](#grl57009-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) explored the spatial REs for simulated aerosol optical depth (AOD) and surface BC concentrations by comparing a small 10 km × 10 km model grid to the average of a large 210 km × 210 km model grid surrounding it. However, that study was limited to six regions, making it hard to evaluate the RE associated with a global observational network like AERONET (Schutgens, Gryspeerdt, et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Wang et al. ([2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) developed a global field of BC AAOD for year 2007 at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1°, which reduced the discrepancy between the modeled and observed BC AAOD. However, that study did not systematically assess the RE in AERONET and left the impact on the current top‐down estimate of BC direct radiative forcing constrained by AERONET unknown (Wang et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}).

Here we used a recently published data set for annual mean (for year 2007) BC AAOD at a high resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° (Wang et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) to assess the spatial RE when using the retrievals of AAOD at AERONET sites to constrain models at a coarse resolution from 1° × 1° to 3° × 3°. For a comparison, we assessed the error associated with sites in the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) network.

2. Methods {#grl57009-sec-0002}
==========

2.1. A Global 0.1° × 0.1° Field of BC AAOD for Year 2007 {#grl57009-sec-0003}
--------------------------------------------------------

Global distribution of BC AAOD at 900 nm for the year 2007 was downscaled to a horizontal resolution of 0.1° × 0.1°. Our downscaling technique involves a global chemistry transport and climate model LMDZ‐OR‐INCA with a nest region in Asia (Wang et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}), a global emission data set constructed at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° (Wang, Tao, et al., [2014](#grl57009-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) and a regional chemical transport model CHIMERE run at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° (Menut et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}). The two‐step methodology used in constructing the 0.1° × 0.1° global field of BC AAOD was detailed in Wang et al. ([2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) and is described briefly below.

In a first step, we ran the LMDZ‐OR‐INCA model (Schulz et al., [2006](#grl57009-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Balkanski et al., [2010](#grl57009-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}) at two different horizontal resolutions, including one zoomed over Asia with a horizontal resolution of 0.51° latitude by 0.66° longitude for a region (70°E--130°E, 7°N--45°N) and another one with a fixed resolution of 1.27° latitude by 2.50° longitude globally. A state‐of‐the‐art global emission inventory of BC at a native resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° compiling subnational emission data (Wang, Jacob, et al., [2014](#grl57009-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}) was used to drive the two simulations. In addition, the aerosol optics scheme in LMDZ‐OR‐INCA was improved by treating BC as internally mixed with primary organic matter and sulfate with the equivalent refractive index calculated by the Maxwell Garnett mixing rule (Chýlek et al., [1988](#grl57009-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). This generated a global map of BC AAOD at a resolution of 0.51° × 0.66° over the zoomed Asian region from the zoomed model and at a resolution of 1.27° × 2.50° elsewhere from the regular model.

In a second step, we downscaled the global map of BC AAOD derived from the first step to 0.1° × 0.1° grids using an exponential interpolation method based on the 0.1° × 0.1° map of BC emission density. We assumed that the distribution of BC AAOD is proportional to the emission density with an exponential coefficient (α). With α, we wrote the downscaled BC AAOD for a 0.1° × 0.1° subgrid as $$\text{AAOD}_{i} = \text{AAOD}_{x} \cdot \frac{\left( E_{i} \right)^{\alpha}}{\sum_{i}\left\lbrack {A_{i,x} \cdot \left( E_{i} \right)^{\alpha}} \right\rbrack},$$where *i* denotes the 0.1° × 0.1° subgrid, *x* denotes the coarse model grid (at a resolution of 0.51° × 0.66° in Asia and 1.27° × 2.50° elsewhere), *E* ~*i*~ is the BC emission density in the 0.1° × 0.1° subgrid, and *A* ~*i*,*x*~ is the fractional area of the subgrid *i* in the model grid *x*. The closer the value of α is to zero, the smoother the BC AAOD is in space relative to the source distribution. Because equation [(1)](#grl57009-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} only considers the impact of local emissions on the spatial distribution, it will cause a bias in the modeled BC AAOD at sites where local sources contribute less to BC AAOD than sources outside of the model grid box. Then, a regional CHIREME model (Menut et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) was run over the North China Plain at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° with the BC emission inventory of Wang, Tao, et al. ([2014](#grl57009-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) to assess the error in the downscaling. The optimal parameter (α) was obtained by minimizing deviations between the interpolated BC column burden (as a proxy for BC AAOD) and that modeled by CHIMERE over the North China Plain. The optimized (α) was applied for downscaling the modeled BC AAOD from all model grids (0.51° × 0.66° in Asia and 1.27° × 2.50° elsewhere) to 0.1° × 0.1° grids over continents. Due to the heavy computational demand of running a 0.1° × 0.1° global simulation, calibration of the parameter (α) was only done over the North China Plain in our study. To reduce this bias, until global simulations are made available at 0.1° × 0.1° resolution, such calibration of (α) could be done over different regions in future studies. Figure [S1](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the [supporting information](#grl57009-supinf-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the resulting 0.1° × 0.1° field of BC AAOD.

Wang et al. ([2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) showed that, relative to the same aerosol model (Schulz et al., [2006](#grl57009-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) run at a coarse resolution of 1.2° × 2.5° driven by an emission inventory of BC at a native resolution of 0.5° × 0.5° (Lamarque et al., [2010](#grl57009-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}), the new 0.1° × 0.1° data of BC AAOD can reduce the normalized mean bias in BC AAOD relative to AERONET from −51% to −5% in Asia and less significantly from −57% to −36% in other regions. Figure [S2](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that high values near a hot spot site (Beijing as an example) are well captured by CHIMERE. Figure [S3](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that the frequency distribution of BC AAOD at all AERONET sites in our 0.1° × 0.1° data set agrees better with the retrievals than the frequency distribution modeled at a coarse resolution of 1.2° × 2.5°.

2.2. Representativeness Error for AERONET and GAW Sites {#grl57009-sec-0004}
-------------------------------------------------------

Measurement networks that provide aerosol absorption include GAW (WMO, [2016](#grl57009-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}) measurements of the aerosol absorption coefficient and the AERONET (Dubovik & King, [2000](#grl57009-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Holben et al., [1998](#grl57009-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) retrievals of AAOD. The GAW and AERONET networks measure absorbing aerosols at 92 (with 9 urban sites) and 591 (with 207 urban sites) sites, respectively (Figure [S4](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To identify the GAW sites making absorbing aerosol measurements, we searched for "aerosol optical properties/aerosol absorption" and "aerosol composition/inorganic carbonaceous/elemental carbon" on the GAWSIS webpage (<https://gawsis.meteoswiss.ch/GAWSIS//index.html>) and searched for "aerosol absorption coefficient" and "equivalent BC" on the EBAS webpage (<http://ebas.nilu.no>). Note that this number of AERONET sites is for year 2013 compiled in our previous study (Wang et al., [2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}), where missing refractive indices in version 2.0 product were recovered from version 1.5 product. By 2017 AERONET had expanded to 1383 sites on the website (some of those sites are not operational), for which the information segregating urban and nonurban sites is unavailable.

Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) assigned a range score to indicate the ability of local sites in the AERONET network to represent properties beyond the local grid and a quality score to indicate the accuracy of the data. The Kinne et al. grading system resulted in 258 valid sites, less than our list for three reasons: It only includes sites with Sun‐data coverage for \>5 months of the year, it only covers data up to 2008, and it ignores sites with the quality score of zero (e.g., high‐altitude mountain sites). Here we also assess the RE associated with the 258 sites used by Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) and computed the RE as a function of the range score.

In the absence of high‐resolution observations at the global scale (e.g., from satellites), we used our downscaled BC AAOD at the 0.1° × 0.1° resolution as synthetic observations. We approximated the annual mean BC AAOD at a local site by the value of the 0.1° × 0.1° grid box it belongs to, namely, *C* ~high‐res~. We then estimated the annual mean BC AAOD over a low‐resolution grid box of *g*° × *g*°, namely, *C* ~low‐res~, as the average over *n* = (10 g)^2^ 0.1° × 0.1° grid boxes with the monitoring site closest to the center. Figure [S5](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows a schematic of how *C* ~high‐res~ and *C* ~low‐res~ are calculated. We defined the RE as $$\mathbf{RE} = \frac{\mathbf{C}_{\textit{\textbf{high}} - \mathbf{res}} - \mathbf{C}_{\mathbf{low} - \mathbf{res}}}{\mathbf{C}_{\mathbf{low} - \mathbf{res}}},$$

An RE of zero indicates that the site is perfectly representative of the coarse grid box. The magnitude of RE indicates the departure from representativeness, and the sign of RE indicates whether the site has lower (negative) or higher (positive) loading than the surrounding grid boxes.

The lists of three sets of AERONET sites and the GAW sites are provided in the [Supporting Spreadsheet](#grl57009-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} along with the site information and the calculated RE values.

3. Results {#grl57009-sec-0005}
==========

3.1. Quantification of the Representativeness Error {#grl57009-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------------------

Based on the 0.1° × 0.1° field of BC AAOD (annual mean) for year 2007, Figures [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a and [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b plot the RE for a 2° × 2° resolution (*g* = 2) at each GAW and AERONET site. In Figures [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a and [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b, the modeled BC AAOD is shown as a background. There are two implications for the RE. First, the simulated BC AAOD will be underestimated in a 2° × 2° model for each site with positive *RE* and overestimated for each site with negative RE. Second, when constraining the regional BC direct radiative forcing as done by Bond et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), the modeled BC AAODs are averaged over 2° × 2° to be compared over measuring sites in each region. Thus, if an observational network dominated by sites with positive (resp. negative) RE is used to constrain the model, the representativeness issue will lead to an overestimation (resp. underestimation) in the constrained BC AAOD averaged over the region. To constrain the regional BC direct radiative forcing, as done by Bond et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), using a network more evenly distributed between sites with positive and negative REs can lead to a lower bias than that using a network dominated by sites with positive (resp. negative) RE.

![Evaluation of the representativeness error for the AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) and Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) networks. (A and B) Representativeness error computed when using modeled black carbon (BC) aerosol absorption optical depth (AAOD) from a 0.1° × 0.1° grid as representative of a 2° × 2° coarse model‐grid for each (a) GAW and (b) AERONET site. The 0.1° × 0.1° BC AAOD field is shown by the color bar. (c) Cumulative frequency distributions of the representativeness error (RE) using BC AAOD over a 2° × 2° grid box relative to a 0.1° × 0.1° resolution positioned at GAW (red) and AERONET (blue or cyan) sites. The distributions are weighted by the number of sites (solid lines) or modeled BC AAOD (dash lines). A vertical dotted line at 0 and a horizontal dotted line at 50% are plotted to show the asymmetry. The labels next to circles denote the percentages of negative RE. (d) Dependence of the regional representativeness error on the grid resolution relative to 0.1° × 0.1° grid boxes for all sites (solid circles) and Asian sites (open circles) of the GAW (red) and AERONET (blue or cyan) networks. The number of sites is listed in parentheses. (C and D) For AERONET, we compare the result by using 591 sites (blue) covering data up to 2013 by Wang et al. ([2016](#grl57009-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) or 258 sites (cyan) covering data up to 2008 by Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}).](GRL-45-2106-g001){#grl57009-fig-0001}

Figures [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a and [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b show that AERONET locates a significant number of sites in emission hot spots that are subject to high RE. In contrast, the GAW network contains almost the same number of sites with a positive or negative RE. Figure [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c shows the cumulative frequency distribution of RE for 92 GAW and 591 AERONET sites for a 2° × 2° resolution (*g* = 2) (see Figure [S6](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the probability density function distributions). It shows that RE, weighted by the number of sites, has a right‐skewed distribution in AERONET with 74% sites subject to a positive RE, in contrast to 53% sites with a positive RE in GAW. It means that using the BC absorption data measured at GAW sites to constrain the global BC direct radiative forcing should be less biased than AERONET. Weighting by the modeled BC AAOD (dotted lines in Figure [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c) shifts the two distribution curves to the right, increasing the percentage of positive RE to 83% of the AERONET sites and 68% of the GAW sites, respectively. This indicates that sites with high BC AAOD are more likely to have a higher positive RE relative to sites with low BC AAOD.

Figure [S7](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that the distribution of RE for AERONET changes slightly if we use the 1,383 sites in 2017 for the calculation, with the same fraction (74%) of sites subject to a positive RE. Figure [S8](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows an example of how the RE increases from −11% for a nonurban site to 80% for an urban site (Beijing) over an emission hot spot region. Keep in mind that not all AERONET sites are able to provide valid measurements of BC AAOD due to lack of measured single scattering albedo under low AOD or other operational reasons (Dubovik & King, [2000](#grl57009-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) had selected 258 sites with Sun‐data coverage for \>5 months of the year and nonzero quality score. We calculated the RE based on these 258 sites, of which, again, 74% are subject to a positive RE (Figure [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c).

To quantify the RE at the regional scale, we used *C* ~high‐res~ and *C* ~low‐res~ derived above to compute their averages, namely, $\overline{C_{\text{high}-{res}}}$ and $\overline{C_{{low}-{res}}}$, in five regions (the Americas, Europe, Africa, and Asia; see Figure [S4](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a map). We then computed the regional RE as RRE = ( $\overline{C_{\text{high}-{res}}}$ −  $\overline{C_{{low}-{res}}}$)/ $\overline{C_{{low}-{res}}}$, as a function of the resolution of a coarse model grid (*g*° × *g*°), as shown in Figure [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d for the globe and for Asia. Figure [S9](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the RRE with the variance of RE of sites in each region. For the full data set and for Asian sites, RRE increases dramatically with model resolution for the AERONET network, while it remains smaller for the GAW network. When constraining the model at a resolution of 2° × 2°, the average RRE is 28% for all AERONET sites, compared to 7% for all GAW sites. Using the 258 AERONET sites with higher frequencies of BC AAOD retrievals, the RRE is estimated at 53% in Asia and 32% globally, which can be compared with 39% and 28% respectively for the 591 sites (Figure [1](#grl57009-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d). This confirms higher spatial RE for the AERONET network than for GAW. Regionally, RRE is largest in Asia for AERONET with a large number of sites located in emission hot spots (Figure [S9](#grl57009-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Although the estimated RRE for GAW is lower than that for AERONET, it does not mean that GAW is better suited than AERONET to constrain global models. First, while we interpolated BC AAOD from 50 to 10 km in Asia based on emissions, the impact of orography is not accounted for. Mountain sites are less representative than other sites. On the one hand, the atmospheric column at mountain sites is lower than that in lowlands surrounding the mountain (Whiteman, [2000](#grl57009-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}); on the other hand, mountains may act as a barrier to the transport of aerosol (Silcox et al., [2012](#grl57009-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). For example, we calculated RE to be −0.04 at a GAW site located in a depression surrounded by mountains with few BC sources nearby (Assekrem, 23.26°N, 5.63°E), which may be underestimated due to the orography. After removing sites with an elevation over 500 m, global RRE increases from 7% (92 sites) to 11% (56 sites) for the GAW network, and from 28% (1383 sites) to 30% (1065 sites) for the AERONET network. Second, there are fewer sites in the GAW network than AERONET. While the current top‐down approach (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}) compares the modeled BC AAOD as an average over sites in each region with measurements, the issue of how these sites represent the whole region is not assessed and is beyond the scope of this current paper. Applying an approach to use information at all sites, like Chevallier et al. ([2005](#grl57009-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) and Huneeus et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}), can help us further understand the importance of high‐resolution modeling in reducing uncertainty in the top‐down radiative forcing of BC in future studies.

Finally, while we are assessing the spatial RE, we should note that there could also be a temporal RE if the modeled annual mean BC AAOD was compared with the measurements for just a few days (Chin et al., [2002](#grl57009-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Schutgens, Partridge, & Stier ([2016](#grl57009-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) showed that temporal sampling errors in yearly and monthly mean AODs for AERONET amount to 20--90%, with smaller sampling errors in the daily averages. Schutgens et al. ([2017](#grl57009-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that temporal sampling errors can be even larger than spatial sampling errors at some sites, which should be accounted for when using measurements to constrain the models.

3.2. Factors Leading to the Representativeness Error {#grl57009-sec-0007}
----------------------------------------------------

The spatial RE arises from the inhomogeneous distribution of BC within a coarse model grid box and increases model bias with respect to local measurements. Our downscaling of a global simulation of BC AAOD shows that this RE is notable when compared to models at a resolution of 1 to 3° in latitude and longitude at the AERONET sites. In our study, the distribution of BC AAOD within a coarse model grid box is mainly induced by the distribution of emissions. Since a transported, atmospherically mixed property like BC AAOD should be smoother than its source distribution, we introduced a method to downscale BC AAOD from coarse model grids to 0.1° × 0.1° with a fixed coefficient (α) (see equation [(1)](#grl57009-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} in section [2](#grl57009-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}). A regional model, CHIMERE (Menut et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), was run at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° to assess the error in the downscaling. Figure [2](#grl57009-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows that the root‐mean‐square deviation between the downscaled BC load (as a proxy for BC AAOD) and the CHIMERE data increases as α increases initially and then declines. Meanwhile, the global RRE for both AERONET (591 sites) and GAW (92 sites) networks increases as the parameter (α) increases, as a result of our downscaling method based upon emissions. Since the CHIMERE data provide a constraint on the value of α, we obtained an optimal α = 0.09 with the best agreement between the downscaled method and the CHIMERE data, leading to a global REE of 28% and 7% for the AERONET and GAW networks, respectively. Note that we used the modeled BC AAOD at a resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° to approximate local measurements. It is likely that there remains subgrid scale variability in BC AAOD even at the 0.1° × 0.1° resolution, which could still lead to greater or lower spatial RE than estimated here.

![Dependence of the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the downscaled black carbon (BC) load (as a proxy for BC aerosol absorption optical depth) and the CHIMERE data (purple circles) on α is shown on the left axis. Dependence of the global regional representativeness error (RRE) for the AErosol RObotic NETwork (591 sites, blue circles) and Global Atmosphere Watch (92 sites, red circles) networks on α is shown in the right axis.](GRL-45-2106-g002){#grl57009-fig-0002}

The fact that many AERONET sites cannot be seen as representative of their surrounding area has been noticed previously. For example, Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) assigned a range score for each site, where a score of 0, 1, 2, and 3 indicated that the site was representative for a domain of 1° × 1°, 3° × 3°, 5° × 5°, and 9° × 9° grid box, respectively. Figure [3](#grl57009-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a compares the RE calculated for sites with different range scores. It shows that the likelihood of a site having a large RE is significantly higher for sites with a range score of 0 or 1 than for sites with a range score of 2 or 3. For example, the 5% and 95% percentiles of *RE* are −26% and 100% for sites with a range score of 1, indicating that 10% of these sites are subject to an RE of \<−26% or \>100%. By contrast, the 5% and 95% percentiles of RE are −0.5% and 40% for sites with a range score of 3. Figure [3](#grl57009-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b shows that the distribution of RE for urban sites in AERONET is severely right‐skewed, with 92% of urban sites subject to a positive RE, in contrast to 64% of nonurban sites. This is consistent with Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) that urban sites are associated with a lower range score and thus representative of a smaller region in space.

![(a) Representativeness error at a 2° × 2° grid box for the AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) sites with different range scores given by Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). The bars show the 5%, 10%, 90%, and 95% percentiles, and the horizontal lines show the median. (b) Cumulative frequency distributions of the representativeness error using black carbon aerosol absorption optical depth over a 2° × 2° grid box relative to a 0.1° × 0.1° resolution positioned at AERONET measurement sites. The black line uses all sites, the blue line uses urban sites, and the green line uses nonurban sites.](GRL-45-2106-g003){#grl57009-fig-0003}

While Figures [2](#grl57009-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#grl57009-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the effect of emission sources on RE, there are other factors that can cause the inhomogeneous distribution of BC in a model grid, such as meteorology and orography. For example, Schutgens et al. ([2017](#grl57009-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) suggested that large REs in the Alps, the Apennines, and the Carpathian mountains are related to orography. While orography is an important reason, we propose that the fact that local emissions in mountainous regions are often lower than the surrounding regions can also contribute to negative RE at these mountain sites. Kinne et al. ([2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) excluded all high‐altitude mountain sites, because they cannot represent the 1° × 1° grid. In our study, among the 591 AERONET sites, the average RE is −1.4 ± 31.4% for the 7 mountainous sites, which is lower than 28.5 ± 43.2% for other sites.

Our study shows that spatial variability in emission sources is capable of generating significant mesoscale variation in aerosol that in turn leads to sizable REs. Among various inputs needed to estimate the spatial distribution of anthropogenic emissions, population and road network data are essential. Mainstream bottom‐up inventories (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Lamarque et al., [2010](#grl57009-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}) use the spatial distribution of population as a proxy for emissions of various species from specific sectors, because there is a high‐quality data set for population at a high resolution (\~1 km) (Oak Ridge National Laboratory., [2017](#grl57009-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). More mesoscale measurements (Anderson et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) to quantify the relationship between aerosol absorption and population density would be helpful for devising a framework to assess the spatial representativeness of measurement sites.

4. Conclusion and Implications {#grl57009-sec-0008}
==============================

In this study, we assessed the RE for absorbing aerosol associated with two observational networks (AERONET and GAW) that are used to constrain global models at a coarse resolution. By considering the impact of spatial variability in BC emissions on AAOD representativeness, our results show that the distribution of RE is right‐skewed for the AERONET network. When comparing the model at a resolution of 2° × 2° with measurements, the RE in the BC AAOD averaged over global sites is 30% for the AERONET network, compared to 7% for the GAW network. It indicates that, when constraining the models at a resolution of around 2° × 2° with measurements at all AERONET sites, the current top‐down estimate of BC direct radiative forcing is overestimated by 30% (Bond et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Chung et al., [2005](#grl57009-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Sato et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), which explains a part of the difference between top‐down and bottom‐up BC direct radiative forcing estimates. In contrast, the GAW network or a subset of the AERONET sites is less influenced by RE and provides valuable constraints on the modeled global BC radiative forcing. Such a representative error analysis could be used to guide the design of networks with sites distributed both in polluted and remote regions (Silva & Quiroz, [2003](#grl57009-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Trujillo‐Ventura & Ellis, [1991](#grl57009-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Wu et al., [2010](#grl57009-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}).

In addition to AAOD, AERONET measures AOD, which is dominated by sulfate, nitrate, primary organic carbon, BC, and dust. The AOD data are also widely used to constrain the models (e.g., Kinne et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Shindell et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Although AOD is contributed by more natural sources (e.g., natural dust and sea salt) than BC, some of these species or their precursors are co‐emitted with BC in the urban regions and their lifetime is close to BC. Thus, we expect that measurements of AOD in AERONET may also be associated with an RE at urban sites when constraining low‐resolution models. To assess the RE in the measured AOD, further efforts are needed to construct high‐resolution fields of all aerosol species by developing consistent emission inventories (e.g., Huang et al., [2015](#grl57009-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Meng et al., [2017](#grl57009-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) and high‐resolution models.

There are some limitations in our work. First, while we assessed the spatial variability of BC caused by emissions, other factors causing RE are not accounted for. For example, when we interpolated the BC AAOD field from a scale of 50 to 10 km in Asia based on emissions, the effects of local chemical processing, physical removal (precipitation) (Anderson et al., [2003](#grl57009-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), and orography (Schutgens et al., [2017](#grl57009-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) at a scale below 50 km are not considered. Second, AAOD measurements are always made during a small part of the day. Comparing them to daily or monthly model averages will introduce additional temporal RE (Schutgens, Partridge, & Stier, [2016](#grl57009-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), which is unquantified in our study. Third, while we estimated the spatial RE using a previous method that constrains the model by region, an inversion approach using information at all sites is needed to quantify the influence of the number of sites in the network (Chevallier et al., [2005](#grl57009-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Huneeus et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). At last, measurements of BC AAOD cannot constrain the vertical profiles of BC, which are crucial for the estimation of direct radiative forcing (Samset et al., [2013](#grl57009-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Further studies should overcome these limitations to deliver a top‐down estimation of BC direct radiative forcing. Nevertheless, our study highlights the importance of developing high‐resolution transport models in the inversion of aerosols and the design of the observational networks for such a purpose.
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:   black carbon
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:   Global Atmosphere Watch
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:   aerosol absorption optical depth

AOD

:   aerosol optical depth

*RE*

:   representativeness error
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:   regional representativeness error
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:   annual mean BC AAOD over a high‐resolution grid box of 0.1° × 0.1°
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